Do you need to replace or upgrade your school server or network? Do you want to offer secure access from home?

ScoNet8 is a whole school network solution, at an affordable price from Scomis.

ScoNet Go is an optional upgrade, and provides secure access to your network from any location with an internet connection.

**An Affordable Solution - using tried and tested technology to meet your requirements**
ScoNet8 is a low cost, fully-featured network solution developed and supported by Scomis. It is based on Microsoft’s familiar Windows Server and Desktop operating systems to provide a secure and reliable environment and is compatible with all devices capable of running Windows 7, 8 and 10.

**Easy to Manage - enabling effective access to technology in school**
ScoNet8 is configured so that you can deploy your software centrally to provide consistency across the network. Student and staff files are securely separated with the flexibility to enable a centrally focused working structure to provide a better working ICT environment. Delegated staff can easily resolve common issues, such as forgotten passwords and print queue hold-ups, thereby removing disruption and downtime during lessons.

**Flexible and Fully Scaleable - to meet your needs both now and in the future**
ScoNet8 is a scalable network solution; from a single school, single server, to a multi-site, multi-server configuration. It can easily adapt to any future ICT needs and requirements of your school’s network and will support the changing needs of the ICT curriculum.

**ScoNet Go - secure and easy access to your data from remote locations**
ScoNet Go allows remote access to documents so staff and pupils can continue their work outside the school site.

By providing a secure window onto your network, users are able to remotely access files that have been created using standard applications and to continue working on them using their own PC, Mac, tablet or smartphone! All work is done in the remote desktop window which means there is no need to transfer files and documents so they never leave the security of your school network.

ScoNet Go resolves the issue of placing sensitive data at risk using USB drives or public cloud storage.

**Additional Services**
Scomis offers a range of additional services that can be utilised in conjunction with ScoNet8 including training, support and our Virtual Technician service, a 24/7 automated monitoring service that is designed to save you time and money.
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At the heart of everything we do is joined up thinking.